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Introduction

Professor Paul Layzell, 
Chair, London Higher 

While the higher education sector is one of constant evolution, there can be no doubt that the
last year has been one of the most challenging any of us have experienced.  The first half saw a
general election in December 2019, followed by the formal departure of the UK from the EU in
January 2020. Soon afterwards, we started to see the impact of an unfolding global pandemic,
which significantly impacted our teaching and research by March 2020, leading to some of the
most rapid change we will have seen in our business in a lifetime.  The year ahead looks as
challenging as we embed some of the new ways of working, as well as continuing to manage
uncertainty and disruption.

As a membership organisation, London Higher is here is help members respond to the
challenges we face as London’s higher education institutions and the impact they have on our
students and staff. 

This operational plan has been designed to ensure the greatest engagement with institutions,
and to develop and deepen relationships across the multifaceted sectors of London’s vibrant
ecosystem. Working together, we will develop the strongest possible evidence-base for
London’s universities to make the case for positive and sustainable change and development.

In the summer of 2019, following a major review, we produced the London Higher Vision and
Priorities document, setting out the priorities of London Higher for the upcoming years. We are
pleased with the progress that we have made. Whilst the world around us has changed, and
continues to change,  London Higher’s role remains as one to campaign, collaborate and
communicate, utilizing the knowledge, expertise and innovation within our membership to
showcase our city, to engage with stakeholders and ensure the safety and wellbeing of our
students and staff. This mission has never been more important.

From monthly virtual Q+A sessions with key London stakeholders, to our week of virtual events
in October with a focus on emerging issues, we are enhancing and also reorienting our
membership offer to reflect these changing - and demanding - times. This will enable our
members to showcase their individual achievements, and their contributions to local and
national economies, and also the massive influence that they have on local communities and -
collectively- the fantastic impact of the HE Sector on our great city.

More details about the individual initiatives can be found in this document and on the London
Higher website; and, of course, we always welcome your suggestions for work we should tackle
in the future and offers to get involved in what we do.

Professor Paul Layzell, Chair, London Higher 



OUR AIMS

A COLLABORATOR Hosting powerful and highly influential networks and events, virtually and
in person, providing opportunities for collaborative initiatives. 

A COMMUNICATOR Providing a collective influential voice for our members, promoting
London as the destination of choice for students and staff. 

A CAMPAIGNER Expertly responding to policy concerns through advocacy campaigns, raising
awareness for members and creating new opportunities for partnership.  

OUR PRIORITIES 

SHOWCASING LONDON AS A WORLD CLASS HE DESTINATION AND CENTRE OF
EXCELLENCE 
Promoting London’s contribution to local, national and global economies, endorsing London as
a pre-eminent world city for all students, staff, research and enterprise. 

IMPROVING STUDENT AND STAFF SATISFACTION IN THE CAPITAL 
Exploring the impact of long-distance commuting for staff and students, affordable housing
and travel costs. Striving to provide members with mechanisms to improve student experience,
building on NSS scores. 

ENABLING GREATER ENGAGEMENT WITH LONDON LEADERS AND REGIONAL
STAKEHOLDERS 
Creating channels for our members to engage with key stakeholders such as the GLA, MPs and
Whitehall. Convening our members with leaders on major themes such as immigration and
visas, whilst responding to emerging policy changes such as TEF and Brexit. Developing
relationships between further education (FE) and HE; and with national stakeholders including
UUK, OfS and Research England, to highlight the impact of their work on London’s HE sector. 

SUPPORTING GREATER HEALTH, WELLBEING AND SAFETY OF OUR MEMBERS AND
THEIR STUDENTS IN LONDON 
Contributing to best practice in wellbeing and mental health in HE. Improving staff diversity.
Developing support mechanisms for members regarding increased crime in London, its impact
on staff and students and reputational power.

Aims and Priorities 



COVID-19 Impact report

Throughout the 2010 Coronavirus pandemic, London Higher has collated case studies from
across our diverse membership in order to showcase the vast contributions London’s
universities have made, to their local communities, to the Capital, and beyond. London
Higher will produce an impact report to showcase this great expanse. The report will be
intended to be a resource for London’s policy makers, influencers and stakeholders which
will demonstrate the breadth and reach of our members’ activities and provide examples on
how each HEI impacts London, across the diversity of the sector. 

A week of virtual events in October 

A series of events and information sessions for members and stakeholders to come together
to discuss timely issues, identify challenges and opportunities, and celebrate the
partnerships existing throughout the sector across the capital.

London HE week

Our annual celebration of London’s HEIs in June will include a full-packed diary of events
dedicated to promoting and advocating for London’s HE sector by showcasing the work of
our divisions and projects.

London impact awards

These awards will demonstrate and celebrate London’s HEIs as an integral factor of what
makes London great. The evening will be an opportunity to celebrate the phenomenal impact
London’s Universities have across a wide variety of industries across the capital, recognizing,
and celebrating, the work of individuals (and teams) who contribute so much to our
institutions – and to society, both across the coronavirus pandemic, and beyond.

Welcome to London campaign

Alongside our continuing campaign to showcase the steps that institutions and sectors
across London are taking to ensure a safe, secure and rewarding return to university
campuses, we will partner with London & Partners on a campaign that inspires prospective
international students to choose London for their higher education, because London is a
uniquely exciting, valuable and rewarding experience.

SHOWCASING LONDON AS A WORLD CLASS HE
DESTINATION AND CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 



A safe return to work and study 

London Weighting task group 

POLAR

Reform of our membership groups

Building the case for London

We have expanded our policy capacity in order to continue to build our comprehensive
evidence base, using this to support discussions and upcoming propositions from
government for the sector. Using this increased capability, we will build a robust
evidence base to to allow us to harness the strength of London’s HE sector to make a
powerful case to Government and stakeholders
This will include:

Regular meetings of the newly formed task groups relating to a safe return to campus
will continue to identity upcoming challenges and develop solutions. This will include a
digital campaign involving staff, students and student unions around the safe return to
work and study charter. 

London Higher, alongside our members, will continue to advocate for the continuation
of the London Weighting. In collaboration with member universities and economics
consultancies London Higher will build an evidence base to argue the importance of this
weighting. London Higher will advocate for the weighting with the Office for Students,
and relevant political and industry stakeholders. 

London Higher will continue to campaign on this important issue this through a
rearranged social mobility roundtable to agree across the sector a single “ask” for the
Government and hosting social mobility briefing for MPs in Westminster to showcase
this – where London MPs can learn more on the issue to take to the Department for
Education.

We will continue to convene our powerful networks, and we will continue our reform
programme for our groups and networks, to ensure that we are  collaborating across
the breadth  of London’s HEIs’ to harness the full breadth of challenges and
opportunities for our sector. 

IMPROVING STUDENT AND STAFF SATISFACTION
IN THE CAPITAL 



Monthly Q+A sessions with key London stakeholders 

New for 2020-21, London Higher will host monthly engagement sessions for Heads of
Institutions, convening members with leaders on major themes such as immigration and
visas, whilst responding to emerging policy changes such as TEF and Brexit. This will create
channels for our members to engage with key stakeholders such as the GLA, MPs and
Whitehall.

Mayoral elections engagement 

In the run up to the 2021 London election, London Higher will work with relevant
stakeholders on  campaign issues, including asking Mayoral and Assembly candidates to
sign the safe return to work and study charter. We will utilise our regular engagement on
the Coronavirus response to continue to develop and grow relationships in City Hall –
taking forward campaign asks including  POLAR and HE Tsar in City Hall.

Civic engagement programme 

London Higher will develop relationships between further education (FE) and HE, and with
national stakeholders including UUK, OfS and Research England, to highlight the impact of
their work on London’s HE sector.

ENABLING GREATER ENGAGEMENT WITH
LONDON LEADERS AND REGIONAL
STAKEHOLDERS.  



SUPPORTING GREATER HEALTH,
WELLBEING AND SAFETY OF OUR MEMBERS
AND THEIR STUDENTS IN LONDON. 

Launch of Mental Health toolkit

London Higher are developing a mental health referral toolkit with mental health experts
and JISC. This toolkit will be codesigned and developed with mental health experts from
across London. The toolkit will be proto-typed and rolled out to participating institutions in
late 2020/early 2021.

Annual London Wellbeing week 

This week will give HEIs in London the opportunity to showcase and celebrate the work that
they are doing to support students and staff in the area of mental health and wellbeing, and
explore how we can convey good practice amongst the wider HE community by featuring
conversation starters every day throughout the week.



We will measure our impact by consulting with members through a
newly developed quarterly member survey, as well as through
discussion with our stakeholders. Through our reformed core team, we
will continue to become better connected to our members’ senior
teams and policy executives. We understand the importance of
demonstrating value to our members and determining our success.

Success will look like: 

KEY POLICY MAKERS AND INFLUENCERS RECOGNISING THE
SPECIAL NATURE OF HE IN LONDON, FOR EXAMPLE THROUGH
NEW POLICIES AND PLANS

DEMONSTRATING THE IMPACT LONDON HE BRINGS CULTURALLY
AND ECONOMICALLY TO THE CAPITAL, THROUGH DATA ANALYSIS
AND INFORMATION SHARING

CELEBRATING THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS WHO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE IN THE LONDON HE SECTOR

STRENGTHENED COMMUNICATION, ENGAGEMENT AND
COLLABORATION AMONGST OUR MEMBERS

Measuring Success 



Summary 

As London Higher has shown during the COVID-19 crisis, the structure
and approach of the organisation is such that the team is able to work
quickly and flexibly to respond to new and emerging developments,
risks and opportunities.

We do this by gathering, analysing and presenting information and
evidence, bringing our members together, canvassing opinions,
involving our key stakeholders and setting and delivering tangible
outputs. We will continue to strive to ensure that London’s HE sector
works collaboratively for mutual benefit, using our existing networks as
well as forming new groups and discussions, to achieve specific
outcomes as and where desired.  With the landscape in and around the
HE sector in London set to remain challenging in 2020-21, the
organisation is well placed to adapt priorities in order to respond to
further change and to match our ways of working to  emerging
requirements.
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